392     TYPE-PROBLEM IN MODERN PHILOSOPHY
The empiricist replaces a lack of respect for " eternal"
ideas by an almost religious belief in the actual fact. If
a man's attitude is orientated by the idea of God, it would
be psychologically the same, were he orientated by the
idea of matter, or were he to exalt real facts to the
determining factor of his attitude, Only in so far as this
orientation takes place unconditionally does it deserve the
epithet "religious". But, considered from a high stand-
point, the real fact has the value of an unconditional
factor equally with the idea, the archetype, which is the
age-long product of the reactions and repercussions of
man and his inner determinants with the hard facts of
external reality. At all events, from the psychological
standpoint, absolute surrender to real facts can never be
described as irreligious. The tough-minded has his
empiricistic, just as the tender-minded has his ideologistic,
religion. It is, however, also a fact of our present cultural
epoch that science is governed by the object, religion
by the subject, i.e. ideologism, for the primordial, self-
operative idea must take refuge somewhere, when, as in
science, it has been ousted from its place by the object.
If religion is thus understood as the present day
phenomenon of culture, James is so far justified in
describing the empiricist as irreligious—but only thus
far. For philosophers are not an absolutely isolated
class of men, and their types also will reach to common
humanity, far beyond the province of philosophic men,
perchance extending even to civilized humanity in general
On this general ground, therefore, it is surely not per-
mitted to class as irreligious the half of civilized mankind.
From the psychology of the primitive we know that the
religious function belongs simply to the constitution of
the psyche, and is constantly and everywhere present,
however undifferentiated it may be.
If we are not to assume a limitation of James' concept

